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We are the electronics experts
Industrial Solutions

When it comes to electronics, there’s a vast array of needs that could arise, everything
from protecting electronics components and assembling PCBs to developing bio-
sensors and creating UV-curing adhesives that last longer. At every step of the way,
IMCD’s electronics experts work with our customers to ensure they have the products
and collaboration they need to take their innovations to the next level.

Whether the goal is to protect devices from corrosion or use low toxicity resins to meet
regulations, our experts work collaboratively with both the customer and the principal
to build the best solution. And when it’s time, we provide all electrical and dielectric
values for approval processes.

With a broad portfolio of high-quality chemicals, like epoxy or silicone, from top
suppliers around the world, we bring a wide variety of chemistry options to the table to
meet the unique needs of our customers.

We understand the unique formulation challenges that come with electronics, from
ensuring the project stands the test of time to meeting regulations and safety
guidelines. In every project, we aim to work openly and transparently with our
customers at every step of the way to ensure our approach and outcomes exceed our
partners’ expectations.
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We bring a wide variety of chemistry options to the table to meet the unique needs of
our customers, offering resins and adhesives based on Epoxy, PU, Silicone,
Cyanoacrylates, and Acrylics.

Our offering spans the main components of PCB’s, such as thermal interface materials
and surface mount adhesives, as well as the gasketing compounds and encapsulation
materials required in assembly.

The product availability varies by country, and we encourage you to get in touch with
your local representative to understand the unique portfolio available to you.

https://www2.imcdgroup.com/l/483621/2023-02-03/3dsgsc
https://www2.imcdgroup.com/l/483621/2023-02-03/3dsgsc


About IMCD InS
Interested in learning more?
Contact us today.
IMCD Industrial Solutions Industrial Solutions provides commercial and
technical expertise across our four key areas of focus: chemical
intermediates, environmental technologies, material technologies and
processing technologies.

Our dedicated experts combine industry and market intelligence with a
passion for collaboration, approaching each challenge with solutions that
reflect quality, sustainability, and simplified processes. With access to the
top principals, we bring industry-leading specialty solutions to every
customer that spark success and drive their business forward.

If you’re interested to learn more about how our experts can support
you with your product selection, contact us today.

https://www2.imcdgroup.com/l/483621/2023-02-03/3dsgsc
https://www2.imcdgroup.com/l/483621/2023-02-03/3dsgsc
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